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Abstract: This study focuses on the recovery of information from shadowed pixels in RGB or
multispectral imagery sensed from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The proposed technique is
based on the concept that a property characterizing a given surface is its spectral reflectance, i.e.,
the ratio between the flux reflected by the surface and the radiant flux received by the surface, and
this ratio is usually similar under direct-plus-diffuse irradiance and under diffuse irradiance when a
Lambertian behavior can be assumed. Scene-dependent elements, such as trees, shrubs, man-made
constructions, or terrain relief, can block part of the direct irradiance (usually sunbeams), in which
part of the surface only receives diffuse irradiance. As a consequence, shadowed surfaces comprising
pixels of the image created by the UAV remote sensor appear. Regardless of whether the imagery
is analyzed by means of photointerpretation or digital classification methods, when the objective
is to create land cover maps, it is hard to treat these areas in a coherent way in terms of the areas
receiving direct and diffuse irradiance. The hypothesis of the present work is that the relationship
between irradiance conditions in shadowed areas and non-shadowed areas can be determined by
following classical empirical line techniques for fulfilling the objective of a coherent treatment in
both kinds of areas. The novelty of the presented method relies on the simultaneous recovery of
information in non-shadowed and shadowed areas by the in situ spectral reflectance measurements
of characterized Lambertian targets followed by smoothing of the penumbra area. Once in the lab,
firstly, we accurately detected the shadowed pixels by combining two well-known techniques for
the detection of the shadowed areas: (1) using a physical approach based on the sun’s position and
the digital surface model of the area covered by the imagery; and (2) the image-based approach
using the histogram properties of the intensity image. In this paper, we present the benefits of
the combined usage of both techniques. Secondly, we applied a fit between non-shadowed and
shadowed areas by using a twin set of spectrally characterized target sets. One set was placed
under direct and diffuse irradiance (non-shadowed targets), whereas the second set (with the same
spectral characteristics) was placed under diffuse irradiance (shadowed targets). Assuming that the
reflectance of the homologous targets of each set was the same, we approximated the diffuse incoming
irradiance through an empirical line correction. The model was applied to all detected shadowed
areas in the whole scene. Finally, a smoothing filter was applied to the penumbra transitions. The
presented empirical method allowed the operational and coherent recovery of information from
shadowed areas, which is very common in high-resolution UAV imagery.

Keywords: shadow detection; shadow reduction; field spectroradiometry; radiometric correction;
UAS; UAV; drone

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of optical remote sensing (RS), much of the scientific literature
has been devoted to shadow hindrances: first, in aerial; later, in satellites; and recently,
in drone-acquired imagery. The shadow problematics are different at these three scales
mainly due to the spatial resolution (SR), but they all share the common trait that the
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shadowed pixels are darker areas where the surface radiance is lower due to a lack of direct
illumination, which often causes misinterpretations in reflectance estimation [1]. In an
ideal de-shadowing process, a surface located in non-shadowed conditions and the same
surface located in shadowed conditions should result in the same surface reflectance value.
This is because the reflectance factor is the ratio of the radiant flux actually reflected by a
sample surface to that which would be reflected into the same reflected-beam geometry by
an ideal Lambertian surface [2,3].

Topographic shadows [4–8] and cloud shadows [9,10] are the main focus of the shadow
problematic correction both in satellite optical RS imagery with moderate SR (coarser than
100 m), such as MODIS [11] or AVHRR [12], as well as in RS with high SR (coarser than
10 m), such as Landsat [13] or Sentinel-2 [14]. In very-high SR imagery (coarser than
0.25 m) from either satellite platforms, such as WorldView [15], or airborne sensors, such
as AHS-160 [16,17], CASI [18] or DMCIII [19], the focus has additionally been the shadows
projected by superficial elements such as buildings and trees [20–23]. In drone (also
known as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)) imagery, new challenges are added to those
previous problematics due to the ultra-high SR (up to, typically, 0.01 m), such as that
provided by sensors such as MicaSense RedEdege [24], Parrot Sequoia [25], Mapir [26] or
MAIA [27], making it necessary to adapt inherited airborne and satellite shadow detection
and reduction techniques to the unprecedented image detail [28].

The partial or total occlusion of direct light from a source of illumination [23] causes
the cast shadow of an object. There are two main classes of shadows [23,29,30]: (a) cast
shadows, which are projected by the object towards the direction of the light source; and
(b) self-shadows, which are in the areas of the object not illuminated by direct light (pixels
with incident angle ≥ 90◦). Within a cast shadow, the area called umbra is where direct
light is completely blocked by the object, and the area called penumbra is where direct
light is partially blocked by the object (the transition zone between umbra and not-umbra).
The width of the projected penumbra can be delimited using trigonometry, accounting
for the angular width of the illumination source and the distance between the object and
the surface onto which the shadow is projected; this is especially relevant for the top
shadows of tall elements (e.g., skyscrapers) [21]. However, only umbra-cast shadowed
pixels are tackled by most shadow detection and reduction methods because ultra-realistic
object modelling is usually required for the accurate delimitation of the penumbra-cast
shadow [23]. It is worth noting that material transmissivity is an additional problem in
shadow removal [1], especially in UAV ultra-high SR. The intrinsic complexity of each
single object light transmission is avoided in this work, although it has been approached in
specific studies at leaf scale [31].

The radiometric theoretical basis of optical multispectral remote sensing in the visible
and near-infrared regions (VNIR), i.e., between 400 nm and 900 nm, is based on the
measurement of the spectral surface reflectance (ρλ), in order to be comparable when
imagery is acquired on different dates and/or times, by different sensors, and in different
illumination conditions. Imagery is converted to ρλ at pixel level, i.e., the spectral radiance
(Lλ, W·m−2·sr−1·µm−1) reflected by a surface located in a given pixel with respect to
the total spectral irradiance (Iλ, W·m−2·µm−1) received [32], which are both wavelength-
dependent. The total spectral irradiance in non-cloud-covered conditions reaching a
given surface, which is composed of the direct solar irradiance (Idirectλ), a less important
component of diffuse irradiance (skylight) scattered by the atmosphere (Idiffuseλ), and
a still much lower component of irradiance coming from the reflection by surrounding
elements (Ireflectedλ), is very difficult to estimate due to the intrinsic characteristics of the
unknown materials around the given surface. The estimation of diffuse radiance is key for
the correction of shadowed pixels, where it is the main source of irradiation [33]. In UAV
imagery, hyperspectral and multispectral sensor systems implement specific downwelling
light sensor (DLS) devices [34], which obtain direct information to calculate the at-sensor
reflectance. Moreover, UAV sensor manufacturers provide calibration panels to perform
empirical line corrections [35] to obtain spectral surface reflectance. Both methods are
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commonly used in UAV frame cameras to obtain dimensionless reflectance values. Field
spectroradiometric measurements are usually the ground truth for validating the spectral
surface reflectance imagery resulting from radiometric corrections of satellite, airborne
or UAV optical data [36–40]. The spectral surface reflectance of a given material does
not change when located in shadowed conditions (receiving only diffuse irradiance) or
in non-shadowed conditions (receiving mainly direct irradiance): what changes is the
reflected spectral radiance because the surface receives less total spectral irradiance, thereby
appearing darker in shadowed conditions.

The hypothesis of the present work is that the relationship between irradiance condi-
tions in shadowed areas and non-shadowed areas can be determined by following classical
empirical line techniques [41–43] for fulfilling the objective of a coherent treatment in both
kinds of areas. To this end, we present a simple and operational radiometric correction
technique based on the usage of twin sets of radiometrically characterized panels: one set
located in shadowed conditions, and the other set in non-shadowed conditions. By first
determining the response values of the targets in non-shadowed areas, the procedure seeks,
on the one hand, to obtain the same reflectance values in the homologous twin targets
located in the shadowed areas after image de-shadowing, and on the other hand, to expand
the correction model to all the detected shadows in the scene. The method includes three
sequential blocks: (1) shadow detection; (2) shadow reduction; and (3) edge correction
filtering to smooth the transition between de-shadowed areas and non-shadowed areas.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experiment Conceptualization and Materials

The main concept is that the spectral reflectance of a sample surface is the same in direct-
plus-diffuse illumination conditions as in diffuse illumination conditions (what is variable
is the spectral irradiance) [2,3]. Additionally, there is a need to account for atmospheric
radiance contributions to the at-sensor spectral radiance [4,5]. These principles can be
applied using an empirical line approach, among others [41–43]. Then, the information
retrieval from shadowed pixels can be achieved in three stages: (1) shadow detection;
(2) shadow reduction in all shadowed scene pixels using empirical relationships between
the characterized set of panels located in shadowed and non-shadowed areas; and (3) edge
filtering to smooth the transition between de-shadowed and non-shadowed areas (Figure 1).
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Flight height Above Ground Level (m) 90 
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Latitude of the center of the whole scene (°) 41°41′31.29″ N 
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Sun azimuth at central time of flight (°) 146.50 
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Figure 1. (a) Basic concepts of the nature of shadows, including the three steps of the presented methodology: (1) shadow
detection; (2) shadow correction; (3) edge filtering. (b) General workflow for obtaining de-shadowed images from UAV
orthomosaics with shadowed areas.
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The objective was to test whether the de-shadowing workflow was successful and
operational in a real scenario. The method for checking the hypothesis is presented in
an applied scenario (forested area). The case study was carried out in a Mediterranean
forestry environment; specifically, within a restored quarry in Catalonia (X = 411,713 m;
Y = 4,616,052 m (UTM31N-WGS84)) with grasslands, scrublands, and Pinus hapelensis trees
of several heights due to the afforestation carried out in the frame of restoration actuations
(Figure 2a). The authors previously used this area for UAV vegetation mapping studies,
geometric and radiometric calibration experiments [38–40,44]. The flight was performed
on 27 April 2018 between 10:36 and 10:47 UTC, at 90 m above ground level, designed to
cover a 64,386 m2 study area (Table 1). By applying photogrammetric and Structure from
Motion processing, an orthoimage of 6 cm SR (Figure 2b) and a digital surface model (DSM)
of 9 cm of pixel size were obtained.
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Figure 2. (a) Conceptualization of the applied scenario for checking the applicability of the hypothesis. (b) Experimental
display of the EVA panels used to obtain the empirical line correction between shadowed and non-shadowed areas (bottom
image: Parrot Sequoia false color composite).

Table 1. Flight plan main features and scene highlights.

Date 27 April 2018

First photogram capture time (UTC) 10:36:33
Last photogram capture time (UTC) 10:46:23

Flight height Above Ground Level (m) 90
Number of photograms (x4 = bands) 623 (2492)
Planned along-track overlapping (%) 90
Planned across-track overlapping (%) 85

Latitude of the center of the whole scene (◦) 41◦41′31.29′′ N
Longitude of the center of the whole scene (◦) 1◦49′43.18′′ E

Sun azimuth at central time of flight (◦) 146.50
Sun elevation at central time of flight (◦) 58.37

In order to relate the non-shadowed illumination conditions and the shadowed condi-
tions, we used a set of 500 mm × 500 mm × 20 mm ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) panels
in direct illumination conditions and a twin set of panels in a cast shadow. Panels were
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spectrally characterized using a hand-held OceanOptics USB2000+ spectroradiometer [45]
(Table 2, Figure 3a–e) and present a Lambertian behavior [37]. The spectral range covered
the VNIR regions (340 nm–1030 nm), with a sampling interval of 0.3 nm and a spectral
resolution (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of 1.26 nm. A reference panel was used to
measure the incoming spectral irradiance. At the same time, UAV multispectral imagery
was acquired with a Parrot Sequoia sensor (Table 3, Figure 3c,d) on board a DJI Phantom
III quadcopter for the applied case in a forestry environment.

Table 2. Field spectroradiometer main features (OceanOptics USB2000+).

FWHM (nm) Size (mm) Weight (g) Design Manufacturer/Model

1.26 89.1 × 63.3 × 34.4 190 Czerny-Turner OceanOptics USB2000+

Input Focal Length
(mm) Fiber optic FOV (◦) Sampling interval

(nm) Sensor CCD samples Grating #2 Spectral
range (nm)

42 25 0.3 2048 340–1030
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Table 3. Parrot Sequoia camera main features.

Expanded Dynamic
Range (DN) Size (mm) Weight (g) Sensor Type Manufacturer-Model

0–65,535 59 × 41 × 28 72 CMOS Parrot Sequoia

Raw radiometric
resolution (bits) Field of View (◦) Input Focal Length

(mm) Pixel size (µm) Sensor size (pixels)

10 47.5 3.98 3.75 × 3.75 1280 × 960

#1 Blue FWHM (nm) #2 Green FWHM (nm) #3 Red FWHM (nm) #4 Red-edge FWHM
(nm) #5 NIR FWHM (nm)

No blue band 530–570 640–680 730–740 770–810

2.2. Methods: Shadow Detection, Shadow Reduction, Edge Filtering

The UAV at-sensor reflectance image (obtained with the DLS irradiance reference) was
empirically fitted to the characterized panels to obtain at-surface reflectance values [38].
Afterwards, the methodology for recovering information from shadowed areas consisted
of three processing blocks, previously mentioned (Figure 1) and detailed in this section:
(a) shadow detection, (b) shadow reduction, and (c) edge filtering.

2.2.1. Shadow Detection

Let us consider the scenario of a clear sky and direct illumination, as in the example
case, wherein the sun vector hits a given surface, thereby projecting shadows. Shadow de-
tection can mainly be carried out with physical and/or image-based approaches (Figure 4).
Physical approaches are based on the sun’s position and the cast shadow projected by
the surface objects at a given location. The sun’s position is well known for its given
geographical position and the surface is modeled using a DSM, geometrically obtaining a
digital cast shadow model (DCSM) and a digital illumination model (DIM). Image-based
approaches are based on the image band histogram, selecting those dark pixels located
under a given threshold, assuming that those pixels have low illumination and are located
in shadows. Both approaches provide good results but commission errors (false positives)
for non-shadow pixels classified as shadows (low signal surfaces classified as shadows [23])
and omission errors (false negatives) of shadowed pixels classified as non-shadow, often
appear. False positives in the physical approach appear when the DSM is not of enough
quality or is not truly 3D but 2.5D, providing false positives specially in the trunk shadows
in vegetation environments. False positives in the image-based approach appear in dark
surfaces that are not located in shadows, such as waters or dark soils. To overpass the
commission errors of both methods, in our approach, the detailed shadow detection was
obtained combining image-based and physically based methods [33]. We selected pixels
achieving the joined condition of being under the histogram threshold of the first quartile
in the intensity image, in the Red Edge band and in the Near-Infrared band (image-based
condition), also being under the shadow of the Digital Cast Shadow Model (DCSM) and
in a self-shadow of the Digital Illumination Model (DIM) (physically based condition) in
order to constrain the possible histogram commissions within the geometrically candidate
pixels and considering that the Digital Elevation Models (DEM) are not truly 3D but 2.5D
and provide false positives, especially in the trunk shadows.
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Figure 4. Shadow detection step methodology workflow. Two problems must be solved: (1) when detecting the shadows
with a physical approach, the typical DEM (2.5D) does not reproduce the trees silhouette and produces commission error
(left); (2) when detecting shadows with the image histogram approach, dark objects located in non-shadowed areas also
produce commission errors (right). The solution is the masking of only those dark pixels located in projected shadow areas.

2.2.2. Shadow Reduction

Detected shadows can be managed by using three approaches [21]: (1) simply mask-
ing, (2) multisource data fusion, (3) radiometric enhancement. In the masking approach,
shadowed pixels are simply converted to NODATA values (removed), whereas in the multi-
source data fusion approach, the shadowed pixels are filled with imagery captured in other
moments, both being approaches out of the focus of this work. Shadow reduction with
radiometric enhancement techniques recovers the radiometry of the shadowed pixels, in-
creasing their brightness [21] to make them seamless to neighboring non-shadowed pixels.
Due to the great complexity and diversity of shadows, errors can appear in pixels with too
high values after shadow reduction (overcorrection errors) or pixels with excessively high
values after shadow reduction (undercorrection errors). In our approach (Figure 5), once
the shadowed pixels were selected, they were further processed separately. The reduction
was achieved with an invariant color model method [33], which takes advantage of pairs of
panels located in shadowed and non-shadowed conditions simultaneously. We correlated
four panels, whereas the remaining were used for validation purposes [38]. The linear
function relationship between both panels was applied to all the detected shadowed pixels
in the image. Finally, the de-shadowed pixels were covered over the image, resulting
almost in the final result. However, at this stage, the problem of a bad transition between
the de-shadowed areas and the non-shadowed areas appeared (Figure 5). To solve this
problem located in the penumbra areas, a further step is needed that involved edge filtering
(Section 2.2.3).
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2.2.3. Edge Filtering

Boundary pixels between de-shadowed and non-shadowed regions are problematic
due to the spatial mixture of illumination conditions and the limited perfection of the
DSM. Thereby, these pixels tend to be more or less overcorrected if considered as shadows,
or undercorrected otherwise, leading to artifacts and a visual sensation of patched de-
shadowed areas; the extraction of a boundary map [21,33] is a possible solution for dealing
with these areas. In our approach, the shadow-mask was vectorized and a buffer (edge
belt) was calculated for that limit area; in this case study, the penumbra area was in the
order of 10 cm, so the buffer area was 2 pixels (1 pixel at each side of the shadow mask).
As we have pointed out in Section 1, precise determination of that area can be performed,
according to [21], through Equation (1):

w = H

(
1

tan
(
e− ε

2
) − 1

tan
(
e + ε

2
)) (1)

where w is the width of the penumbra, H is the height of the object (a tree, a house, etc.), e is
the elevation angle of the center of the sun, and ε is the angular width of the sun at the top
of the object. Figure 6 illustrates this formula. Nevertheless, due to our non-ultra-realistic
object modelling goal, a visual inspection was enough to set a convenient value.

That edge belt was used as follows: firstly, the output image of the shadow reduction
block was smoothed with a 3 × 3 low-pass filter kernel; secondly, this smoothed image
was clipped with the edge belt, and the smoothed belt was overlayed to the patched image,
thus applying the kernel filter only in the penumbra transition (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Edge filtering step methodology workflow: the cover problem is a patching pattern of de-shadowed pixels
over the original image. To solve this, the shadow mask is vectorized, a two-pixel buffer is applied, and used to clip a
smoothed raster of the patched image. This clip is overlayed again on the patched image to smooth the transition between
the de-shadowed and the non-shadowed pixels.

2.3. Methods: Statistical Data Analysis

We will present the coefficients of determination, R2, of the linear regression between
the seven twin targets located both in diffuse illumination conditions and in direct illumina-
tion conditions. If these regressions show high R2 (>0.90) and p-values lower than 0.01 in all
the spectral bands of the sensor, with a reasonably good distribution along the [0, 100] % of
reflectance values (also for all spectral bands), we will consider that the approach is robust
and fulfils the hypothesis of our proposal. This analysis will be completed with a visual
inspection of the corrected image to check whether most shadows have been removed.
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3. Results

The shadow detection method provided good results in detecting those dark pixels
located in projected shadows. The sun position was well known during the drone mission
(±5 min the central time of the flight), and the DSM was detailed enough (9 cm/pixel) to
obtain a good modelling of the projected shadows (DCSM). However, the application of
a constraint to select only dark pixels in the projected shadows avoided false positives,
particularly in the trunk shadows (Figure 8).
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of the constraint for selecting only dark pixels in the projected shadows that avoided false positives.

De-shadow reduction method, which is based on the empirical relationship between
the shadowed panels and the non-shadowed panels, providing the ad hoc parameters for
converting the shadowed pixels of the image to de-shadowed pixels, in each of the Parrot
Sequoia bands (Green, Red, Red Edge and Near-Infrared) (Figure 9, Table 4).
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Figure 9. Spectral-dependent linear regression plots for Parrot Sequoia bands, between twin targets (n = 7) located in diffuse
illumination conditions and direct illumination conditions. All regressions show an R2 higher than 0.90 and a p-value < 0.01;
additionally, note the reasonably good distribution along the [0, 100] % of reflectance values (also for all spectral bands).
These empirical line functions were applied to all the detected shadowed pixels to enhance their radiometry and obtain
de-shadowed pixels.

Table 4. Linear regressions to fit shadowed reflectance panels to the reflectance of the non-shadowed
panels for the Parrot Sequoia camera (case study).

Parrot Sequoia Bands R2 Slope Bias

Green: 530–570 (nm) 0.969 2.258 12.152
Red: 640–680 (nm) 0.946 1.945 11.050

Red Edge: 730–740 (nm) 0.983 1.533 10.771
NIR: 770–810 (nm) 0.990 1.479 3.642

The application of this linear function to the previously detected shadowed pixels
led to the recovery of information that was previously hidden, thus obtaining at-surface
reflectance values both in direct illumination and diffuse illumination conditions. However,
and as mentioned above, edge filtering was required to smooth the patched transition
between the de-shadowed and the shadowed pixels (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Results of the shadow detection and shadow reduction stages. This is the partial result
before edge filtering.

The edge map, which is based on the mask shadow, delimited the zone with over-
corrections and undercorrections due to the penumbra, and a buffer of two pixels was
applied to delimit the transition zone. This buffer was used to clip the smoothed image and
covered the de-shadowed image, thereby obtaining reasonably good results (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Results of the radiometric correction of UAV imagery using the empirical approach
on shadow reduction. (a) At-sensor Parrot Sequoia UAV image (obtained from DLS radiometric
correction) before de-shadowing. (b) At-surface UAV image empirically fitted to the characterized
panels and empirically de-shadowed. (c) Detail before de-shadowing. (d) Detail of shadow detection
results. (e) Detail of edge filtering results. (f) Detail of the image after de-shadowing.

4. Discussion

The ultra-high spatial resolution of UAV imagery allows the use of twin sets of
affordable and useful targets in field campaigns. Images with less than 10 cm/pix allow
for enough pixels inside panels of 500 mm × 500 mm for obtaining a central pixel without
adjacency contributions. This new opportunity for remote sensing opens doors for easy
use of the invariant color model method [33] using twin panels simultaneously located in
shadowed and non-shadowed conditions, and ultra-high spatial resolution sensors.

The detailed imagery and derived DSM allowed a reasonable modelling of the vegeta-
tion structures, but the nature of the 2.5D DSM makes it necessary to combine the physical
approach with an image-based approach in order to obtain better shadow detection. How-
ever, not all shadows were detected, mainly due to the specific complexity of canopy
structures and the photogrammetric surface modelling inaccuracies.

Shadow correction based on the linear relationship between the targets located under
direct illumination and diffuse illumination led to good results in the extrapolation to all
the detected shadows on the scene, where general overcorrections or undercorrections are
not observed. On the other hand, there were artifacts in the limit areas of the detected
shadows. This problem was tackled with the edge filtering correction. The edge map based
on the shadow mask was precise for detecting the artifacts, whereas the buffer accounted
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for all of them. The kernel filter, which smoothed the penumbra area, was effective for
reducing the patching effects, but obviously blurred these areas.

Limitations: This method is designed for ad hoc radiometric correction, as the
approach is completely empirical. Therefore, the empirical line parameters are scene-
dependent. The scale factor depends on the opacity of objects that causes the shadow, and
the bias factor depends on the atmospheric composition (atmospheric optical depth). This
is a limitation to establish generalized, fixed parameters, to relate shadowed pixels and
non-shadowed pixels. However, the method is also useful for common UAV applications
where the area covered is not large in scope for containing great atmospheric composition
differences; this is usually reasonable when the flight height does not exceed 120 m (400 ft),
as in current regulations in most European countries [46].

Although the overall enhancement of the image is evident, it is worth noting that
not absolutely all of the shadows were recovered. Due to the ultra-high spatial detail
of UAV imagery, some shadows remained inside the tree canopy. Additionally, not all
the shadows were enhanced with the same quality because the empirical approach was
fitted to the shadows of the tree canopy, but not in a closed forest situation; therefore, we
followed a conservative trend to avoid overcorrection errors. The de-shadowed areas were
not patched over the non-shadowed areas, and the transition between both illumination
conditions is, in our humble opinion, a strength of the presented methodology.

The shadow detection, shadow reduction and edge filtering workflow use GIS tools
implemented in most GIS software, which can thus be automatized by using model builders.
In our case, we used the free MiraMon RS and GIS software [47].

5. Conclusions

In this study, a method for shadow reduction in UAV imagery was described and
tested; the method used well-known RS and image enhancement techniques from the
airborne and satellite image processing world combined with the new opportunities of
drone imagery in reduced scenarios. The empirical line correction using radiometric
references has proven to be a good method for obtaining at-surface reflectance values from
UAV imagery. In this work, it has also proven to be an interesting method for obtaining
surface reflectance values in shadowed forested areas. Apart from the efficiency of the
method for recovering radiometric information, it is a simple and operational method for
smoothing the transition in the edge zone by applying a correction in the buffer of the limit
area. The high spatial resolution of UAV imagery allows the use twin sets of affordable
reference targets in field campaigns, which is a common requirement and limitation of ad
hoc radiometric corrections. This new opportunity for RS opens the door to the easy use
of invariant color models, as well as other well-known remote sensing techniques such as
shadow detection or edge filtering smoothing.
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